In this paper new and generalized lower bounds for the graph partitioning problem are presented. These bounds base on the well known lower bound of embedding a clique into the given graph with minimal congestion which is equivalent to a multicommodity flow problem where each vertex sends a commodity of size one to every other vertex. Our new bounds use arbitrary multicommodity flow instances for the bound calculation, the critical point for the lower bound is the guaranteed cut flow of the instances. Furthermore, a branch&bound procedure basing on these bounds is presented. Finally, upper bounds of the lower bounds are shown which demonstrate the superiority of the presented generalizations; and the new bounds are applied to the Butterfly and Beneš network.
Introduction
Graph Partitioning is the problem of partitioning a set of vertices of a graph into disjoint subsets of a given maximal size such that the number of edges with end points in different subsets is minimized. Graph Partitioning is a very common problem and has a large number of applications. For example circuit layout, compiler design, and load balancing are typical applications in which Graph Partitioning problems appear. Unfortunately, the Graph Partitioning problem is a NP-hard problem. So in the last years a lot of effort has been spent in the development of fast and good heuristics for the problem, a recent survey is given in [7] . These heuristics often can handle rather large graphs with more than a million vertices and deliver good solutions. In contrast to the development of heuristics only a little expense has been done in the development of exact algorithms. From the NP-hardness fact it is clear that generally only relatively small graphs can be solved exactly. Nevertheless, exact solutions are of interest for applications and for the validation of heuristics.
In this paper we present new lower bounds for the Graph Partitioning problem and a branch & bound algorithm for the exact solution of the Graph Partitioning problem using these new lower bounds. The new bounds base on a well known method for proving lower bounds of the graph bisection problem (a special case of the graph partitioning problem with two equally sized partitions): If there is an embedding of the Clique graph with Ò vertices (Ã Ò ) into the given graph with a congestion , then each bisection of the graph cuts at least Ò ¾ edges. The computation of an embedding with minimal congestion (i.e. the lower bound is maximal) is equivalent to a multicommodity flow problem: Every vertex sends a commodity of size one to every other vertex. Realizing this flow with minimal congestion provides us with the identical lower bound for the graph bisection problem.
The above lower bound is often used for theoretical analysis of the bisection width of a given graph (e.g. see [12] ) and it delivers convenient bounds if the graph is quite regular. But the bound is impractical for the construction of a branch & bound algorithm if the graph is more irregular as it is often the fact in practice. In this paper we present generalizations of this bound. The generalizations base on the observation that not every vertex has to send a commodity of identical size to every other vertex. In fact we can compute lower bounds on the graph partitioning problem for every possible combination of commodities. We only have to In the last years there have been presented a number of different approaches for solving the graph partitioning problem exactly. The most recent approach is presented in [10] by S.E. Karisch, F. Rendl, and J. Clausen. They use a semidefinite relaxation for the computation of a lower bound on the Graph Partitioning problem as the core of a branch & bound algorithm. They address the Graph Partitioning problem with two partitions, edge weights, and a maximal partition size; their approach does not handle vertex weights or more than two partitions. In [6] Ferreira et al. present a branch-and-cut algorithm basing on a variety of separation heuristics. They address the general Graph Partitioning problem with vertex weights, edge weights, an arbitrary number of partitions, and a maximal partition size. In [1] L. Brunetta, M. Conforti, and G. Rinaldi present another branch-and-cut algorithm. They start with a linear program defining the convex hull of all solutions and use several separation procedures to add cuts to the linear program. They address the bisection problem with edge weights. In [9] E. Johnson, A. Mehrotra, and G. Nemhauser present a column generation algorithm for the Graph Partitioning problem. There, the generation of additional columns itself is NP-hard, so they present efficient strategies for the generation. They address the general Graph Partitioning problem with vertex and edge weights, an arbitrary number of partitions and a maximal partition size.
Also related to our paper is the work of F. Shahrokhi and L. Szekely in [16] . They examine bounds basing on the embedding of the clique Ã Ò . They apply this bound to general graphs with a small number of equivalence classes of vertices and use only shortest paths for the flow. Putting this together they get lower bounds on the crossing number, bisection width and edge and vertex expansion of graphs. Their bounds are especially good if there is only one equivalence class of vertices.
In the next section we give basic definitions for the Graph Partitioning problem and Multicommodity Flows. Then in section three we present the new lower bounds for the Graph Partitioning problem basing on more flexible multicommodity flows. In section four the branch & bound algorithm using this bound is described; inside the algorithm we can use the solution of the multicommodity flow instance to force vertices to stay in the same partition. Finally, in section five we give upper bounds on the new lower bounds and apply the new lower bounds to the butterfly network.
Definitions

Graph Partitioning
There have been a couple of slightly different definitions of the Graph Partitioning problem. Inside this paper we are talking about a graph with vertex and edge weights, a given number of partitions and a maximal size for each partition. More formally:
Definition 1
The Graph Partitioning problem has given an undirected graph ´Î µ, vertex weights 
Multicommodity Flows
As mentioned above we want to use Multicommodity Flows in order to compute lower bounds on the Graph Partitioning problem. In the Multicommodity Flow problem there are commodities of specific sizes with a source vertex and a destination vertex. The goal is to fulfill the given set of commodities with minimal congestion. More formally: 
Definition
The Multicommodity Flow problem is a well known problem. It can be represented as a linear program of polynomial size, so it is solvable in polynomial time. Fast or approximating algorithms for the Multicommodity Flow problem are subject of current research activities, see e.g. [11, 15, 17] .
Multicommodity Bounds
General Idea
The main idea for the generalization of the known lower bound on the graph bisection problem into equally sized partitions is the following: The known bound bases on the embedding of a Ã Ò into the given graph with minimal congestion ¼ . Any bisection of a Ã Ò has a ÙØË Þ of at least Since we have assumed that Î Ë Î is optimal, ÙØË Þ ÙØ ÐÓÛ follows..
Different Instantiations
So in principle we could use any Multicommodity Flow instance for the computation of a lower bound on the Graph Partitioning problem. The bound is the better the bigger the guaranteed ÙØ ÐÓÛ and the smaller the congestion are. In the following we introduce three different general Multicommodity Flow instances with a different degree of freedom for their choice of the sizes of the commodities. The first one corresponds to the known bound where every vertex sends a commodity of size one to every other vertex. We have adapted it to consider vertex weights, only:
Definition 3
The 1-1-MC is a Multicommodity Flow instance with a graph ´Î µ, vertex weights Î Á AE , and default sizes of the commodities:
The next Multicommodity Flow instance allows a variable source strength for each vertex. The idea behind this is that more central vertices generate less total load on the edges such that we hope to get a larger ÙØ ÐÓÛ with a smaller congestion:
Definition 4
The VarMC is a Multicommodity Flow instance with a graph ´Î µ, vertex weights Î Á AE , and a free source strength × Î Á Ê ¼ such that
For the computation of a good lower bound on the graph partitioning problem the free source strengths have to be adapted to the given graph such that the bound is maximized. The selecting of the source strengths is not done by hand but can be included into a linear program which also solves the Multicommodity Flow problem. Finally, we introduce a Multicommodity Flow instance in which all sizes of the commodities are free:
Definition 5
The 
Proof:
Using Ú Û ¾ Î ×´Ú Ûµ ×´Úµ or Ú Û ¾ Î ×´Ú Ûµ ´Úµ, respectivly, the Lemma follows from the ÙØ ÐÓÛ of the MVarMC instance.
So altogether we have introduced three different instances with a different degree of freedom. It is clear that the bound of the MVarMC instance is at least as good as the bound of the VarMC instance which is at least as good as the bound of the 1-1-MC instance. On the other hand the computation of the MVarMC instance should last longer since more variables have to be specified. For practical usage of the bounds we have to compare the quality of the bounds and their running times.
Experimental Results
All [4, 5] . We have also made some experiments with the CPLEX package ( [8] 
We have done a large amount of tests for different Graph Partitioning problems. Here we show the results of a small representative set of graphs in order to show the typical behavior of the bounds. The "SE " graph is a shuffle exchange graph of dimension , the "DB " graph is a DeBruijn graph of dimension , "Star 50" is a simple star graph with 50 vertices, "Grid 5x10" is a two-dimensional grid. "ex36a" and "ex36d" are introduces in [10] , both having 36 vertices. In the "a" version each edge is in the graph with probability 0.5, in the "d" version each edge has a random weight between 0 and 10. "Rand 0.1" and "Rand 0.05" are random graphs from ourselves, both having 60 vertices; each possible edge is contained in the graph with probability of 0.1 or 0.05, respectively. "RandPlan" is a random maximal planar graph with 100 vertices, constructed from routines of the LEDA library ( [13] ). "m4", "mc", and "m8" are real world instances from a finite elements method, see [3] , also used in [6, 1, 10] . "cb30" and "cb61" are real world instances from compiler design problems, also used in [6, 10] , and finally the "wcbÜ" graphs are the "cbÜ" graphs with vertex weights.
The problems in Table 1 
Conclusions from the experiments
From the experimental results the following observations can be concluded:
The 1-1-MC instance is generally faster than the two other instances. The VarMC and MVarMC instances are equally fast.
The 1-1-MC bounds are generally worse than the bounds from the two other instances, but with increasing Å the gap of the bounds of the 1-1-MC and the VarMC gets smaller.
For Ô ¾ the VarMC and MVarMC delivers often the same bound while with increasing Ô the gap between the VarMC and MVarMC bounds gets bigger.
Branch & Bound Algorithm
Branching realization
In a branch & bound algorithm a given subproblem, which cannot be bounded, has to be divided into at least two new restricted subproblems. We do this restriction by determining if two vertices Ú Û ¾ Î stay in the 
Branching Strategy
A crucial point for a good branch & bound algorithm is the branching strategy: In our application this means the decision, which pair of vertices should be used for the join and split in a given situation. We have tried two different strategies. Firstly, we have used the two vertices that are adjacent to that edge, which corresponds to the constraint of the linear program with the maximal dual value. This idea follows the principle that the constraints with maximal dual value are the ones which restrict the solution mostly. Especially by joining this two vertices, the specific edge disappears from the graph and the bound can increase. The other strategy follows a simple upper bound for the ÙØ ÐÓÛ of the 1-1-MC instance. We select these two vertices for the branching which increase the simple upper bound mostly. This possibility for forcing a join is extremely helpfully if the bounds are close to a given feasible solution and the graph is somehow irregular such that there are edges which are not loaded with the maximal congestion.
Theorem 3 Given a Graph
Forcing Moves
Experiments
As there are a lot of good heuristics for the Graph Partitioning problem, it is easy to get a good feasible solution at the beginning of the branch & bound procedure. We use the Party library [14] for this purpose. As in most cases the solution from the heuristic is optimal, we do not matter about any best first search but use simple depth first search. The PCx code is used for the solution of the linear programs. We have adapted the code such that the interior point method stops if the primary solution is good enough to bound the actual subproblem or if the dual solution shows that we cannot bound the actual subproblem.
In Table 2 a comparison of our branch & bound algorithm with the results from Karisch et al. [10] , for our knowledge the best actual code, are presented. The results in [10] are performed on a HP 9000/735 system. The "#B" column gives the number of search nodes in the branch&bound tree, the time is given in hh:mm:ss. The missing values for some graphs of the 1-1-MC and VarMC instances result from runs we have stoped after a time overflow. For the problems with the DeBruijn graphs we have utilized two specific properties: Firstly, every bisection of the DeBruijn graph has an even CutSize; Karisch has used this for the DB7, also. Secondly, symmetrical parts of the search tree, which result from four automorphisms of the DeBruijn graph, are cut of; this decreases the search tree of the DB8 by a factor of about two. Finally, we want to remark that our approach has solved the bisection problem of the DeBruijn graph with dimension 8 for the first time at all.
Conclusions from the experiments
The MVarMC instance is definitely the best one for the branch & bound algorithm from the three Multicommodity Flow instances.
Concerning the tested real world applications our approach delivers equally results compared with the results from Karisch. For the DeBruijn graphs our approach is in orders of magnitude better than Karischs approach. This is the other way around for the randomly generated dense "ex" problems.
So we conclude that our approach is quite good for more "sparse" and "regular" graphs while it is less good for "dense" graphs. In most applications of the Graph Partitioning problem, e.g. circuit layout or load balancing, the graphs are relatively "sparse" and "regular", in fact. So our approach is well suited for these applications.
Theoretical Analyses
Upper Bounds on the Multicommodity Flow Bounds
In order to support the statement that the VarMC and MVarMC instances deliver better bounds than the known 1-1-MC instance, we have examined the maximal possible bound of graph bisection problems with these instances, if an infeasible partition of the graph with a relative small CutSize exists. It is obvious that the lower bounds basing on Multicommodity Flows have a problem if there exists e.g. a partition into two partitions with sizes Ò and ¿ Ò with a ÙØË Þ of one. This single edge forms a bottleneck for the flows an the congestion will be quite large. But we will see that the three different instances can react differently upon such a situation: These upper bounds show that the VarMC instance can react better onto the given graph. The difference is the bigger the smaller Ñ Ò AE ½ AE ¾ is. Examining the MVarMC instance with a graph of a known infeasible partition no upper bound can be shown at all since the MVarMC instance has the freedom to send nothing across a specific infeasible partition.
Butterfly and Beneš Network
In this section we show that the new VarMC bound and MVarMC bound techniques can also be used for theoretical analyses of lower bounds on the Graph Partitioning problem and can give improved lower bounds compared with the known 1-1-MC. Here we consider the butterfly network without wraparound which has been studied extensively. The butterfly network of dimension has a simple bisection with ÙØË Þ ¾ . In [2] it has been shown that the bisection width is ¾´Ô¾ ½µ¾ · Ó´¾ µ ¼ ¿ ¡ ¾ . Here we will show that the 
Theorem 7
The VarMC instance delivers a lower bound on the graph bisection problem of a butterfly network with dimension without wraparound edges of´¾ ¿ · Ó´½µµ¾ .
The butterfly network is an example of a quite regular network where the VarMC instance gives a better lower bound on the bisection problem with equally sized partitions than the known 1-1-MC. Furthermore, it is remarkable that the above analysis can be adapted to the Beneš network, a kind of back-to-back butterfly. The Beneš network has a similar simple bisection with ÙØË Þ ¾ ·½ . To our knowledge the asymptotically exact bisection width is unknown. Using the 1-1-MC we get a lower bound of ½ ¾ ¾ ·½ while the VarMC instance where only the two most outside levels of vertices and the most inside level of vertices send commodities delivers a lower bound of ¾ ¿ ¾ ·½ .
Conclusion and further Work
We have introduces a generalized lower bound on the Graph Partitioning problem. The bound bases on Multicommodity Flow instances with arbitrary sizes of commodities for every pair of source and destination. To get correct lower bounds from a flow instance the guaranteed ÙØ ÐÓÛ is used. By inserting the sizes of the commodities as variables into the linear program, we get the best selection of these sizes for the given graph automatically. We have compared three different types of Multicommodity Flow instances with a different degree of freedom for the sizes of the commodities. Experiments show the superiority of the instance with the biggest degree of freedom. Basing on these bounds a branch & bound algorithm has been presented which computes exact solutions for the Graph Partitioning problem. The comparison with other approaches shows that for a lot of graphs the presented approach delivers very good results. For example the DeBruijn graph of dimension eight has been solved exactly for the first time. On the other hand there are graphs, for example the quite dense and random instances introduced by Karisch, where former approaches are better suited for. Finally, is has been shown that the generalized bounds can also be used for theoretical analyses of graphs and can deliver new lower bounds. So altogether the new branch & bound algorithm is of importance for applications, since the algorithm can solve problems, which are unsolved until now. And furthermore, the generalized bounds offers new instruments for theoretical analyses.
For a further speed-up of the branch & bound algorithm three improvements look promising: Firstly, we could use the resulting primal and dual solution of a node of the search tree a starting point for the interior point algorithm of the next nodes in the search tree. Secondly, the branch & bound algorithm could be parallelized. Thirdly, we could use specialized algorithms for the Multicommodity Flow problem instead of using the general tool of an interior point algorithm. But our usage of Multicommodity Flow problems does not correspond to known ones since the sizes of the commodities have to be selected. So existing algorithm must be adapted.
Apart of this it is also interesting to use the VarMC and MVarMC instance for theoretical analyses of lower bounds on graphs. For the graph bisection problem the VarMC instance is promising using with quite "regular" graph which are not vertex symmetric. For a partition into more than two partitions the MVarMC approach is promising, even for vertex symmetric graphs.
